GRAPHIC NOVELS

Absurd amusement for young and
old

Plunk!
LUC CROMHEECKE & LAURENT
LETZER
Plunk is a pink alien who, in one-page gag stories, discovers the
world without saying much. His sense of amazement creates ample
opportunities for successful jokes. The duo of Cromheecke and
Letzer also enjoy exploring the medium of the comic: many of the
gags are experiments with the conventions of the genre. The bright
colours and Cromheecke’s accessible drawing style make ‘Plunk’ a
fun experience for readers of all ages.

AUTHORS

One of the best humorous artists in the
country
DE STANDAARD

Plunk previously appeared in ‘Spirou’ magazine, where the
gloomy-looking little guy was welcomed enthusiastically. Rightly
so, because the wordless ‘Plunk!’ guarantees enormously surreal
situations from Letzer’s brain, which are taken to a very high level
by Cromheecke’s clear and deadly efficient style. He complements
the childish absurdity of the punchlines with a refined simplicity in
his drawings.

You could call it poetry, in any case it is art,
and above all, it’s killing me!
ÉMILE BRAVO

Luc Cromheecke (b. 1961) enjoys working as
a cartoonist with a number of different
writers. He has drawn for series including
‘Taco Zip’, ‘Tom Carbon’, Plunk!, ‘Roboboy’
and ‘The Godfrrsaken Island’, all of which
have appeared in the weeklies Robbedoes
and Spirou. In 2015 Cromheecke was
awarded the Bronzen Adhemar, the Flemish
Culture Prize for Comics. Laurent Letzer (b.
1962) is a Belgian comics writer. Together
with Luc Cromheecke, he forms a golden
duo whose joint publications include Plunk!
and ‘Tom Carbon’. Photo © Carl van der Voort
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